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Online Quizzes: Are You Ready for Distance Learning?  


 


 


Links: 


http://www.distancelearn.org/readyDL.cfm 


http://www.quintcareers.com/distance_learning_assessment.html 


http://fpwww.ph.vccs.edu/dlwm/IsDL4U/DL4mequiz.htm 


 


 


Description: These three quizzes are self-assessment tools to help determine readiness for 


distance learning. The first, ―Am I Ready for Distance Learning?‖ contains 11 multiple-choice 


questions that indicate whether a learner is self-motivated and independent (and, thus, ready for 


distance learning), needs a few study habit and schedule adjustments to be successful at distance 


learning, or is perhaps not a good candidate for distance learning at the time.  


 


The second quiz, ―Distance Learning Self-Assessment Quiz,‖ asks 


learners to agree or disagree (or choose ―neutral‖) with a series of 


15 statements. Clicking the link at the bottom of the quiz opens the 


scoring guide, which breaks down the results into three categories, 


similar to the first quiz.     


 


The final quiz, ―Is Distance Learning Right for Me?‖ makes 30 


statements that the learner answers honestly with ―yes‖ or ―no,‖ 


depending on whether the statement applies to him or her. The 


results explain whether one ―should‖ do well, ―may‖ do well but 


needs work on some skills, or should not consider distance learning 


at this time. 


                                                                                                                           Am I ready? 


 


Taking all three quizzes, which ask a series of over 50 total questions, should give a clear picture 


of one’s readiness for distance learning. 
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Book: Distance Learner’s Guide  


 


 


Link: http://www.wcet.info/dlguide/index.asp 


 


 


Description: The Distance Learner’s Guide is available for purchase from Pearson–Prentice 


Hall, but even without spending a penny, this companion website provides five chapters’ worth 


of useful links for distance learners. Click the tabs at the top of the page to access a wealth of 


information!  


 


Chapter 1, ―Course and Program Directories‖ contains links to help 


distance learners find programs from colleges, universities, and certificate 


programs. Chapter 2 is ―Choosing a Distance Education Provider: Asking 


the Right Questions.‖ The links take learners to accrediting agencies and 


a particularly useful site from the Council for Higher Education 


Accreditation that discusses the problem of ―degree mills‖ and 


―accreditation mills.‖ This article is a must-read for anyone with any 


doubts about a particular program’s legitimacy. Chapter 3, ―The Role of 


the Computer in Distance Learning: Succeeding Online,‖ offers links to 


Web research materials, tutorials, and sites that help new learners get up 


to speed on technology such as email, browsers, search engines, and other 


Internet tools useful for distance learners. 


 


Chapter 4, ―The Distance Learner’s Library: The Indispensable Guide to Finding Quality 


Resources,‖ is a list of resources for those conducting research on the Internet. Included are 


search tools, search sites, digital collections of books, academic libraries, and seven sites that 


require a fee but that some learners may find useful. Chapter 5 is ―Understanding Your Needs: 


Overcoming the Personal Barriers to Success in Distance Learning.‖ This chapter refers learners 


to sites containing guides for college students and books that help with setting goals and 


maintaining health. Of particular usefulness are the two sections in this chapter entitled 


“Disabilities and Distance Learning” and “FYI: The Law Regarding Accommodating 


Students with Disabilities.” Finally, chapter 6’s links refer learners to writing guides, computer-


literacy training, study skills and strategies, distance-learning statistics, and cognitive mapping 


information.  


 


 


Reference: Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education Cooperative for Educational 


Technologies (Eds.). (2004). Distance learner’s guide. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall. 


Link to online site: http://www.wcet.info/dlguide/ch4.asp  
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Article: ―How to Stay Motivated‖ 


 


 


“Having enthusiasm for the subject at hand 


makes learning enjoyable and fun.” 
 
 


 


Link: http://www.learn-source.com/education/motivation.html 


 


 


Description: Distance learning requires motivation—no doubt about it! Those who succeed are 


those who have the drive to do so. What if you don’t feel particularly motivated? What if you 


start to lose motivation? A lack of motivation makes it hard to find meaning in distance learning, 


which easily translates into frustration and apathy. This article offers five specific tips for getting 


and staying motivated.  


 


 


Reference:  


Staying motivated. (n.d.) Learn-Source. Retrieved from http://www.learn-


source.com/education/motivation.html  
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PDF & Video: Independent Learning 


 


 


Links:  


 


PDF: http://www2.hull.ac.uk/student/pdf/Independent%20Learning2.pdf 


Video: http://www.videojug.com/interview/independent-learning-2  


 


 


Description: The first link opens a PDF published by the University of Hull in the UK. While 


some of the terms may and spellings remind American readers that they 


are perusing a UK publication, the information presented is just as 


relevant to U.S. learners. The three-page booklet offers a definition of 


―independent learning‖ and then gives strategies for becoming a more 


independent learner or improving one’s skills to become a better learner. 


 


The second link takes learners to a video entitled ―Independent 


Learning.‖ The speakers offer strategies for getting the most out of 


reading material, setting goals for reading, and taking notes about 


assigned course books. Look toward the middle of the page for a written 


transcript of the video if you prefer to read the content.  


                                                                


            Independence = Success 
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Free Online Course: ―Learning How to Learn‖ 


 


 


Link: http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=399327&direct=1 


 


 


Description: The Open University offers thousands of free distance learning courses, and this 


one, ―Learning How to Learn,‖ is of particular usefulness for those embarking on a course of 


distance learning. The skills apply to all learning situations, but the overarching goal of this 


course is to teach independent learning skills, which are critical to distance learners. Sections of 


the course include useful information about using, processing, and understanding course 


materials, as well as strategies for reflecting learning and benefiting from revising one’s work. 


Clicking ―Printable Version‖ near the bottom left-hand side of the page opens a complete written 


course outline. Clicking the links through the course, beginning with ―Learning outcomes,‖ takes 


learners through the course one section at a time, offering strategies, real-life scenarios, and 


activities to further enhance the course content. Note: this course is reading intensive.  


 


 
 


 


Reference: Coats, M. (n.d.). Learning how to learn. The Open University. Retrieved from 


http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=399327&direct=1 
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